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Mozart’s involvement with the string quintet spans the whole of his short adult life - from the age of
17 to 35. But the quintets were written in three distinct periods, and the early one, K174, stands very
much on its own.The string quintet as a genre already flourished in the generation before Mozart
and during his lifetime many composers, mostly forgotten, wrote such pieces, usually with two violas:
Boccherini however wrote 113 quintets and preferred to use two cellos. Close at hand there was
Michael Haydn (Joseph’s younger brother) who, like Mozart, lived in Salzburg. In 1773 Mozart was 17
and still living in the family home. He’d got too old to be an infant prodigy, and he was not yet a
grown-up composer - that came the following year with the violin concertos - but an extraordinary
talent still learning his craft, and readily influenced by his contemporaries. He had just returned from
Milan where, with his father, he had attended the first performances of his opera Lucio Silla in
December 1772 and January 1773. Back at Salzburg in March he found that Michael Haydn had just
written a Notturno in C major for string quintet. It evidently impressed him, and he set out to write
the first version of K173 (K174?). Later in the year, Mozart heard another new quintet by Michael
Haydn - in G major. It is thought that this made him wish to revise his own quintet. He decided that
the Trio for the Minuet which he had already written wouldn’t do, and that the finale was also a bit
thin.Whether these two replacements are in fact improvements each listener must decide for him -
or herself.

Now we move forward 14 years to the mature composer at the height of his career. 1786 had been
the year of Figaro: only moderately successful in Vienna, but now in January 1787 to be performed
(together with the D major Symphony K504) in Prague - and to much greater acclaim. Mozart came
back to Vienna to find that a really close friend had died: Count Clemens Hatzfeld, his exact
contemporary and a good musician who seems to have known what Mozart was about musically.
Then in March came the news that his grouchy old father in Salzburg Leopold Mozart was seriously
ill: in the 18th century that usually meant you were going to die. Mozart wrote an (often quoted)
letter to him on the subject of death: and on 29 May 1787 Leopold Mozart died. Money was running
short: he needed to write something that would sell, and also to move house to somewhere cheaper.
Alfred Einstein noted many years ago that in 1786 Boccherini (that great writer of quintets) had been
appointed Prussian Court Composer, and he surmised that Mozart was planning a set of six string
quintets which he could present to the King of Prussia - as what would seem very much to be the
18th century version of a spoiling tactic. (It never happened).

Thus in the spring and early summer of 1787 Mozart faced a mix of personal and professional
predicaments. Five days before he moved house, he completed a new String Quintet in C major,
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Quintet in C minor K406
This string quintet started life as an octet for wind which Mozart, newly arrived in Vienna, wrote in
the summer of 1782. If the title 'wind serenade’ conjures up entertainment music for a dining
nobleman (as in Don Giovanni) or players al fresco beneath a lady’s window by moonlight, then forget
it. This is a sombre, almost symphonic work of a markedly tragic character, marked by the proto-
romanticism which had both darkened Haydn’s symphonies since 1768 (the La Passione symphony)
and informed the literary movement which followed independently a few years later: both known
collectively as Sturm und Drang.

The musical ideas which Mozart particularly associated with the key of C minor are already here in
abundance, and were to re-appear not only in the C minor piano concerto K491 four years later, but
more generally as an important aspect of Mozart’s musical personality. The first movement is full of
such figures. Only the slow movement approaches serenade character: the last movement, a set of
variations, returns to the tense, driven quality of the first movement.

Most remarkable for the musician is the Menuetto in Canone and its Trio. The Menuetto offers us first
a canon between treble and bass two octaves below: this - with some respite in the middle, is
sustained throughout. The Trio has a two-bar idea whose response is in inversion: the other two
parts then join in with what a fugue-writer would recognise as a ‘tonal answer’ : and totally canonic
writing is sustained until a couple of bars before the end. After the double bar there is even more
intricately contrived canonic counterpoint and eventually a little chromaticism. For the whole
enraptured Trio I borrow from my colleague and friend, Tony Burton, his quotation of Erik Smith’s
phrase ‘ the image of two swans reflected in still water’.

It might be argued that, in a string quintet version, the writing for strings is feasible rather than truly
idiosyncratic. Certainly there is not the sense of phrasing which derives from imaging a bow
crossing a string. Such niceties were obviously not a factor with Mozart. He had just moved house,
had successfully completed the C Major and G minor quintets, was (as always) short of money and
needed to make up a threesome of pieces which could be offered for subscription. The character
and stature of this C minor piece was just right. Alas, the advertising venture failed and all three
pieces had to wait for a couple of years before they were published (one of them was published
posthumously), and before they started their long journey to astonish the world.

© Hugh Wood

K515: the date was 19 April. Just under a month later, on 16 May, he completed another, this time in
G minor K516.Then he took out a serenade for windband that he had written five years earlier (C
minor K388), and arranged it for string quintet: this used to be known as K406; now it is K516b.That
he thought of these three works as a threesome is suggested by a fairly recently discovered letter
undated, and recipient unknown (though obviously somebody that Mozart knew well: the tone is
jokey) about the loan of parts of the six Haydn Quartets, ,and also:“The quintet ex G minor and the
new one ex C minor. - I will send everything back the day after tomorrow with thanks......” It would
seem that he had kept the parts of the C major. His subsequent attempt to sell the three quintets
as a group by subscription was unsuccessful. Eventually he had to delay their appearance until 1789,
which was the year in which Artaria published the C major one, the G minor following in August
1790.

In a sense, all this scene setting - the death of a friend, the serious illness of a parent, the thoughts
of mortality, the money troubles - is misleading (indeed irrelevant) if we go on to interpret it as any
sort of motivation for the character of the G minor quintet.The C major and the G minor quintets
are a pair: and Mozart’s work is strewn with pairs. The D minor piano concerto K466 was
immediately followed by the C major K467 in 1785. Soon after these quintets were written the G
minor symphony K550 can be paired with the C major (Jupiter) K551. On the curtains of old
theatres there used to be portrayed twin masks - one, with the corners of the mouth turned up,
represented Comedy: the other, with the corners of the mouth turned down, was tragedy.The point
is that they were both masks. Mozart was a classical composer and his music was not just sublimated
autobiography.The making of art transcended for him personal circumstance, and he possessed an
almost psychopathic dissociation between his external predicament and the workings of his
incomparable musical mind.The C major and G minor quintets are supreme exemplars of that rare
quality: and they are amongst the greatest masterpieces of western music.

With the same lack of understanding, Mozart’s financial embarrassments are often treated by
commentators with condescending pity as the result of the composer’s fecklessness.A truer reading
includes political and economic factors. In February 1788 the Emperor Joseph 11 declared war on
the Ottoman Empire. Taxes went up, as did the cost of living. Economies had to be made - for
instance, Joseph ll withdrew his generous sponsorship of the Italian Opera. The arts and sciences
suffered as much as the general populace. People’s minds closed against initiatives as did their purses.
The war went badly and there were food riots on theVienna streets. Mozart certainly felt the pinch:
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like many others he found it difficult to make a living.That was one reason why in September 1790
he was on the road to Frankfurt, where the new Emperor, Leopold ll, was to undergo one of several
crownings as Holy Roman Emperor.

But before he set out for Frankfurt Mozart had already started on a new string quintet, and the first,
second and fourth movements were already partly written. On his return he completed them and
added the Minuet and Trio: the D major Quintet K593 must have been ready by early December
1790. How do we know that it was early December? Mozart used to play quintets with his old friend
Joseph Haydn: they alternated first and second viola parts.There is a contemporary account of them
and their friends playing the C major, the G minor and the new D major quintets together.And that
must have been before 15 December 1790, for on that date Haydn departed for England: the two
friends never saw each other again.

We know less about the immediate circumstances of the E flat Quintet K614, save that it was
completed the following April 1791, well into the last year of Mozart’s life.When Artaria published
these last two quintets posthumously in 1793 they bore the inscription:“composto per un amatore
ongarese”. It is thought that this Hungarian music-lover might have been Johann Tost who probably
commissioned both works.Tost had once led Haydn’s orchestra at Esterhazy, and Haydn wrote some
of his later quartets with his brilliant playing in mind. He was a very good violinist, but also something
of a crook: or at least a shady entrepreneur and businessman in the rag trade. If he’d wanted to pass
himself off as a Hungarian he certainly would have done.

In comparison with the C major and G minor quintets, the D major one has in the past been
somewhat neglected. But it has its devotees (of whom the present writer is certainly one): the
olympian grandeur of the slow movement alone should earn it equal status, Not so the E flat Quintet,
a work which remains surrounded with critical controversy for and against. It is a puzzling work to
come at the end of Mozart’s career. It is oddly characterless: and (by Mozart’s own standards)
undistinguished.Yet it was written during a late turn-up in Mozart’s fortunes and a burst of creativity
during his last year which also saw the writing of Die Zauberflöte, La Clemenza diTito and the Clarinet
Concerto.

Quintet in G minor K516
The vocabulary and diction of this great masterpiece of tragic art is made clear from the outset: the
minor key with all its attendant chromaticism will prevail, and throbbing quavers will make the
melody all the more urgent and imploring. The upper three instruments give way to the lower

three (viola 1 appearing in each grouping!): with the ensuing tutti there rises an anxious, twisting, even
tortured figure - all is as chromatic as a page of Tristan. The 1st violin then sets off with a contrasting
theme, but one still in the tonic: the more its upbeat leap is pulled about, the more it slides into the
relative major that one expects. The first theme, however is till there - on the cello. Quite as
enthralling as the experience of dark emotions is the fascination of the formal ambiguity inherent in
an exposition rich in contrast but (underneath) startlingly monothematic.

The drama of the development is created in similar ways to that of the G minor symphony. First,
the departure into remote keys - in D flat major, E flat minor: then the counterpoint of upbeat figures
crowding together in imitation like salmon leaping in a narrow stream: over a pedal on the cello the
music then subsides into the recapitulation. Re-development provides further contrapuntal
elaboration. The coda is an orgy of sliding chromatic passages; of Neapolitan chords; of cadences
approached, as so often throughout the piece, by German sixth chords - even to the last flurry of
anguish.

In the melancholy minuet there is a feature even more notable than those stabbing triple-stop chords
in bars 4 and 6: it is the plaintive ending phrase in bar 10. For this latter phrase is then taken over,
transformed to a poignant major, to become the head-theme of theTrio, and pervades it throughout.

In the sublime slow movement the atmosphere of hushed darkness is enhanced by the use of mutes.
A secondary theme - a descending scalic sigh - appears first in B flat minor and its cadence is
intensified by Neapolitan harmony. When this theme reappears in a higher register, it is elaborated
against a lighter broken-chord accompaniment - and the whole transformation makes up a sort of
sad dance - in the major again. In the return motifs are fragmented, inverted and developed in the
most extreme way: in the coda itself an earlier motif is rhythmically displaced with great ingenuity.

And is there then to be another slow movement? Certainly the way in which this Adagio
introduction in ¾ time quite unexpectedly prolongs itself, and the depth of feeling which it plumbs,
would make one think so. But eventually a half-close gives way to the last movement proper. This
movement has in the past caused controversy. But only insensitive interpretation would attempt to
pass this off as a happy ending. Only lack of attention in listening would cause one to fail to notice
- both in Adagio and Allegro - the thematic interconnections between these and the previous three
movements. Only a misunderstanding of the nature of classic art would neglect the necessity for
some degree of reconciliation with what has gone on before.
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